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Chapter 381: Glory world 

Wang Yi came out of the land of inheritance. Although he was excited, he also understood that the 

improvement of the land of inheritance was not endless. 

Its limit is the seventh level of the Way of the Beast God, which is the level of the Lord of the Universe. 

In other words, when Wang Yi entered the realm of the master of the universe, the place of inheritance 

would be useless. 

But for Wang Yi now, it was enough. 

"In the Ancestral God Sect, the way of the eight beasts and gods is raised to the seventh limit!" Wang Yi 

stood in front of the fountain, looking behind him, and said inwardly. 

However, achieving this goal requires a lot of glory points, otherwise the free times alone will be four 

times at most. 

If you let others know Wang Yi's goal, I'm afraid he will feel crazy, but Wang Yi, who owns the Tongtian 

Pagoda, is confident to do this. 

The only thing needed is time and effort. 

Inheritance is miraculous, but practice and comprehension are the foundation. 

Having the sea of Tongtian Pagoda law can just make up for this, without waiting for a long time to 

accumulate insights. 

Bauhinia Island, next to a huge blue emerald lake with a radius of thousands of miles, a beautiful castle 

is located here. 

In the castle, Wang Yi sits in a spacious and bright hall. In front of him are two rows of servants of the 

king in servant costumes, and next to them are two beautiful Zerg mother emperors dressed in maid 

costumes. 

Wang Yi was in a happy mood, sipping tea and eating delicious food in his teacup. 

"Well... where should we go next?" 

The world of glory, the land of heritage, the land of treasures, the land of secrets. 

"I have already been to the land of inheritance. The land of the secret realm is not in a hurry for the time 

being." 

"Then it is the place of treasure and the world of glory." Wang Yi's eyes were bright. Enjoying that two 

beautiful and noble Zerg mothers rubbed his shoulders and massaged his legs, the Zerg mothers now 

only have this service function. 

Well, a very serious kind of service. 
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"Look at the difference between this glorious world and my human virtual universe." In Wang Yi's hand 

appeared the auxiliary optical brain that the owner of Bauhinia Island had bestowed on him. 

This is the sensor receiver of the virtual world "Glory World". 

Consciousness quickly connected to the virtual world "Glory World" through this sensor receiver. 

... 

Glory World, on the edge of the open square, a figure appeared out of thin air. He was wearing a fully 

enclosed dark red armor and was holding a black book in his hand. 

"Is this the Glory World?" Wang Yi looked around for a while, then turned his attention to the black 

book in his hand. 

Wang Yi opened the black book. 

The first page is empty after the word "name" only, and the text is the lingua franca of human beings. 

"Please fill in the name in the glory world." 

When turning the first page, a voice rang in Wang Yi's mind. 

"Interestingly, there are virtual assistants in the virtual universe, and Honor World seems to be 

operating with this book." Wang Yi was interested. 

"Since I want to name it..." 

"Jiujiang." 

In fact, this was not caused by Wang Yi on a whim. It was the result of his discussions with the human 

race. Jiujiang is just a common code name. The Hunting God King is the cover for Wang Yi’s true identity. 

Anyway, there is no such thing as Ancestral Gods. Who can know his true identity. 

This can confuse all parties and reduce the trouble of being assassinated. 

A common human name appeared behind the name on the first page, and Wang Yi turned to the second 

page. 

The second page is the map of the Glory World, and there is also a voice in Wang Yi's mind: "The Glory 

World is divided into two spaces. One is the Glory Piazza and the other is the Battle World. As long as 

you are within the ancestral mystery realm, you can connect to Glory. world." 

The Glory World is very small and has very simple functions. There are only two open-air squares and 

the Battle World. The coverage is only the mysterious realm of that ancestor. 

However, the ancestors of the gods did not intend to turn the glory world into a prosperous place like 

the human virtual universe, as long as it satisfies the needs. 

Wang Yi continued to scroll down and quickly understood the purpose of Glory World. 

"Glory World Ranking." 

"Glory." 



"The number of Glory Points redeeming inheritance." 

The Glory World Ranking List is divided into seven lists. 

Corresponding to "single ranking", "dual ranking"... "seven ranking", inheritors at different levels are 

naturally classified into different rankings. Ranked according to the number of battles won and lost. 

Wang Yi, who has just arrived, is now at the end of the "Triple Ranking". 

0 wins and 0 losses! 

Of course, there are also worse than Wang Yi, such as 0 wins and 1 loss, 0 wins and 2 losses, and so on. 

With a smile on his face, Wang Yi said softly: "It seems that my beast god's perception stays at the third 

level, which is still good." 

The third successor of the Patriarchal Sect has the largest number of people! 

If you want to get glory points, exchange the number of inheritance, naturally the third easiest. 

The number of Patriarchs today is over 100 million! 

Among them, the Universe is extremely rare, and the inheritors of the immortal kings are still over 100 

million! 

The peerless geniuses who have practiced for hundreds of millions of years have almost reached the 

"triple level", and many "triple levels have been completed" have begun to realize the "four levels". 

Therefore, there are the most triple inheritors! 

Followed by the four inheritors! 

Next is the double inheritor! 

Five inheritors! Six inheritors! Seven inheritors! A heavy inheritor! 

Wang Yiqiang is so strong that his beast-god perception has reached the third limit, and he has also 

created two ultimate secrets! And merge the ultimate secret method into one style! 

Even though the ancestors of the vast universe have been inherited by hundreds of millions of years, 

such a character has never appeared in the immortal king! 

Among the "triple inheritors", Wang Yi is absolutely invincible! 

This is Wang Yi today, extremely tyrannical! 

Who could have imagined that a realm master can not only cultivate the way of the eight beasts and 

gods to the third limit, but also create the ultimate secret method, and merge successfully! 

Looking at the history of the primitive universe, only Wang Yi has done it. 

Wang Yi's eyes flickered. 

"If you want to get glory points, you have to challenge." 



It's very clear on the black books. 

Each newcomer has 3 glory points, and the minimum bet for each battle is 1 glory point...You must first 

send out an invitation letter to invite a battle, and the opponent agrees, then the battle will be 

executed. 

After a battle, accumulate glory points to 100 glory points, and every 100 glory points can be exchanged 

for an inheritance opportunity. 

However, under normal circumstances, it is not easy to earn glory points, because no one is a fool. If the 

opponent is super strong, they will naturally refuse, at least if the strength is equal, they will choose a 

battle. 

And glory points are not so easy to get. 

"Each inheritor only had 3 glory points when he first arrived~www.mtlnovel.com~ Once all of them are 

lost... then you will have to wait for 1 epoch before 1 new glory point is born, and then you can fight 

after a new glory point is born. , If you lose again, you still have to wait for an era to give birth to a new 

glory point." 

"Losing three times, the fourth time, it will take 10,000 Era to get 1 more glory point." 

"If you lose three more times, for the seventh time, it will take 100 million epochs to get 1 more glory 

point." 

"Continuously soaring." 

Wang Yi shook his head, and at the same time began to wonder how to get this point of honor. 

He didn't intend to expose his identity as "Human Wang Yi", so as Jiujiang...or the "King of Hunting God", 

could he lure those alien inheritors to come and invite him to fight? 

"Those alien races are all arrogant and arrogant. Many have relied on their own way of cultivating beast 

gods for many years and look down on newcomers. "Wang Yi's eyes flickered. 

If it really does what he thought, maybe he can harvest a large wave of leeks soon like Luo Feng... it's a 

little more glorious. 

Chapter 382: Inheritors 

"Of course, even if I am the Hunter King, I can't say it directly." Wang Yi understood. "The only one who 

knows my details right now may be the Ancestral God Sect, but the purpose of the Ancestral God Sect 

has always been not to participate in the struggles of all parties in the universe. As long as the Ancestral 

God Sect does not come forward and say, others will not know that I am the Hunter God King." 

The human inheritor can be regarded as Wang Yi's first identity in the Patriarchal Sect. 

The Hunter King is the second one. 

Wang Yi, the lord of the human world, is the third one. 

He was not stupid enough to directly reveal his identity. 
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He didn't directly face the idea of assassinating other pinnacle races now, there was no need. 

Therefore, it is very important to hide your identity. 

It turns out that in history, Luo Feng as the "Knife River King" landlord killed the limit of the king, not a 

special life, but it can be like this. This is the reason why the Dao River King is so famous! This is also the 

reason why the Zerg, Monster, and Mechanical race want to kill Luo Feng. 

If Wang Yi's identity as the master of the human world is exposed, it will certainly attract the 

unscrupulous assassinations of the three major ethnic groups. 

But if it's the "Hunter King", it's different. 

"The Hunting King" is the invincible king. Whether it is to kill the king limit or to defeat the ordinary 

cosmos, it is normal. Although it will attract the attention of the three peak races to assassinate, it will 

not be like Wang Yi's human identity is so urgent. 

But if you want to kill an Invincible King, you are still sent to the Ancestral Sect by the human race. 

Obviously, he pays much attention to the Invincible King, who must be protected by a treasure. If you 

want to assassin the Ancestral Sect, just ordinary venerables are not enough. I am afraid that the 

overlord of the universe can Row. 

Regardless of whether it's worth it, the Zerg, the Machine, and the Demon are still a problem. 

"Although my human body has the hidden breath of Purgatory God Armor, it deceives the Venerable at 

most, and the more powerful ones may be able to see through... It is better to let the Void Zerg clone 

act, the change of the Void Zerg clone is disguised, unless the Venerable himself is careful. Explore the 

body, otherwise it will be difficult to find..." Wang Yi's eyes flickered. 

"Moreover, my avatar of the Void Zerg race can move outside, and the human body stays on Bauhinia 

Island to practice." 

Of course, the Void Zerg clone also has a trouble, that is, it is not an immortal divine body. 

However, it is forbidden to do it in the ancestors of the gods, no one dares to defy it, and there is no 

need to worry about it being exposed easily. 

Wang Yi didn't know how long he would be exposed, but he was as strong as possible before being 

exposed. 

The open-air plaza where Wang Yi is located is actually an open-air bar. There are densely packed chairs 

scattered all over the plaza. Just looking at it, you can see about tens of millions of inheritors. In the 

center of the plaza, there are various kinds of Good wine and delicacies are left to the inheritors to use 

at will. 

There are too many inheritors in the square, hundreds of millions of ethnic groups, and even one more 

Wang Yi on the edge did not attract much attention. 

"Jiujiang!" 

Suddenly, a figure fluttered like lightning and shouted to Wang Yi Chuanyin. 



Wang Yi also smiled when he saw that the person who came was human. 

"King Chaman." 

King Chaman is a very low-key king of the human race, but although his strength is not comparable to 

that of the king of invincibility, he is also very close. 

However, because he couldn't break through the Venerable for hundreds of millions of years, the 

dazzling King Chaman also became very low-key. 

He is also one of the people responsible for covering his identity in the Patriarchal Cult to accept Wang 

Yi. 

The name "Jiujiang" is also what Wang Yi now calls. 

As long as those forces have some heart, they will at best find out the hunting **** king who has been 

active on the battlefield outside the territories of the human race recently, and will not immediately 

think of Wang Yi. 

An invincible king who has been concealed by the human race for cultivating and does not know how 

long it takes to practice is fundamentally different from a world lord, and it will also affect the Zerg race 

and other hostile human race forces to decide how much assassination cost to invest. 

"Walk around, come with me. Our Hongmeng members are all over there. These are from many other 

alliance groups." 

King Chaman said. 

Wang Yi followed King Chaman, and at a glance, the square was clearly divided. There were hundreds of 

powerful people gathered in piles, and occasionally tens of thousands of powerful people gathered. It is 

estimated that it is a super power in the universe. 

"You see, this inheritor mainly forms groups according to the alliance of the major forces in the universe. 

After all, the members of the hostile forces will naturally not be in one group. Our Hongmeng are all 

gathered together." 

King Zaman pointed to the place with the largest number of people in the distance, at least where 

hundreds of thousands of powerful people gathered, "That is the Xuejiang Alliance. Although the 

strength is not as good as my Hongmeng, the Xuejiang Alliance is the alliance with the most races in the 

universe. There are a lot of immortal gods and kings among them. Although they are gathered by some 

weak and ordinary ethnic groups, there are very few powerful ethnic groups among them, which can't 

stand the large number." 

Wang Yi nodded, and the ancestral gods sect issued inheritance orders, scattered all over the universe, 

regardless of your ethnicity. 

Therefore, whether humans or the pinnacle races are more disadvantaged in this regard, the number of 

Hongmeng inheritors who can come here is only more than 5,000 people, and only a quarter of them 

gather in the square. Compared with the Northern Xinjiang Alliance, the number of people is indeed 

poor. far away. 



King Chaman and Wang Yi quickly arrived at a corner of the square. 

The appearance and features of the more than 1,000 powerful men sitting there are indeed many 

common ethnic groups in the Hongmeng. 

When they saw King Chaman brought a human over, they all cast their eyes. 

"King Chaman, this is..." 

King Chaman smiled and said, "This is Jiujiang where we humans have just come here to accept the 

inheritance." 

"Jiujiang?" 

"Never heard of it, very strange, is it the name or the title?" 

These Hongmeng heirs looked at Voice Transmission with each other. Although they were puzzled, they 

still expressed their warm welcome to Wang Yi. 

After all, Hongmeng is based on human beings. The human beings who can come here are by no means 

ordinary powerful people. There must be support from high-level humans behind them. The ancestor 

**** teaches Hongmeng as a group that is naturally cohesive. 

Glory World, the open square, the inheritors of Wang Yi and the Hongmeng group gathered together, 

and soon they met and made many strong men. 

The inheritors of other ethnic groups or forces in the vicinity also noticed this scene. 

"Hongmeng has an extra human being who looks very strange and should be a newcomer." 

This news also attracted some people's attention, but some people didn't care. 

A Hongmeng inheritor with three crystal-like eyes evenly distributed on the three-color weird and 

smooth face, with no other facial features, asked his doubts, "Jiujiang, what is the level of your beast 

**** inheritance?" 

"The third ~www.mtlnovel.com~Wang Yi did not hide it. 

"The third level." 

"It's the third one when I first came here. It's pretty good." 

"Same as us." 

The other members of Hongmeng were not surprised either. 

At present, the number of Hongmeng’s first successors is 0, the seventh is the least, the sixth is the 

second, followed by the fifth, the second... and the most, in fact, the third, followed by the fourth. 

Just like the original King Zhenyan in history just arrived here, he accepted the fourth inheritance, and 

he was regarded as the fourth inheritor. 

And there are many people gathering here who have understood the third stage and began to accept 

the fourth stage inheritance. 



The tribe allowed them to come here because they hoped that they would break through to the Lord, 

but how difficult it is to break through the Lord. Otherwise, King Chaman would not be immortal even 

after the long years of the Patriarchal Sect, so the third inheritor of the Patriarchal Sect has the largest 

number of inheritors. , More than 100 million, followed by the fourth. 

However, these inheritors did not know that Wang Yi's third level was very different from what they had 

imagined. 

Chapter 383: Not me against someone 

While Wang Yi was sitting and chatting with the inheritors of the Hongmeng group, the inheritors of 

other races scattered in the distance, many foreign races noticed Wang Yi. 

"Look, Hongmeng has a new face, which looks like a human being." 

"I just checked. In the black book of Glory World, a newcomer appeared among the triple inheritors. The 

black book recorded the time when he first landed in Glory World. The name was ‘Jiujiang’ and the 

comment was ‘Human’.” 

"Jiujiang? Is there such a number one among human geniuses?" 

"Those who can come to the ancestral gods are not ordinary people, and the strength of this Jiujiang 

should not be too bad." 

"Huh, which one of us is not a genius, what about humans? There are so many humans in Hongmeng, 

the most outstanding is like the Seven Swords King, etc., and the law perception is just like that, only 

with the cultivation of the human race and some adventures. Strength, in terms of real law perception, I 

definitely surpass them." 

Human beings are quite jealous and squeezed out in the universe, because human beings have a virtual 

universe and are jealous of countless ethnic groups in the universe. Especially in the Glory World, many 

foreign powerhouses do not challenge humans at all. Even if humans challenge them, they will not take 

it. If they do not fight, they will naturally not be able to earn glory points. Without enough glory points, 

they will not be able to exchange inheritance opportunities. 

And most of those who challenge them are stronger than them, so it is very difficult for the human 

inheritors to rise in the Patriarchal Cult. 

"A newcomer is valued in the ethnic group, and he is used to his prestige. The first time I go to the 

Patriarchal Cult, I don't know that the sky is high and the earth is rich. I have seen a lot of this kind of 

people. I will challenge him later and teach him a lesson." 

"The King of Rongshui, you are too much, you are actually bullying a newcomer, but I like it, and I invite 

it." 

"Invite to fight!" 

"Is that Jiujiang not that stupid? His companions should remind him, right?" 

"Follow him, give it a try, it won't suffer anyway, if the human Jiujiang is dizzy and really accepts the 

challenge, then it will make a profit." 
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"What you said makes sense, then I will also invite a fight." 

As the news spread, countless peerless genius inheritors from hundreds of millions of ethnic groups in 

the universe and from different forces soon began to send out letters of invitation to the newcomer 

"Jiujiang" one after another with the fluke mentality of having dates or not. . 

Ordinary ethnic groups will not be like this, because the human ethnic group is the pinnacle race, and 

there is a virtual universe. When countless races are jealous, they will deliberately suppress and exclude 

the peerless genius who can ravage and bully this pinnacle race. This is also what these people are 

jealous and envious of. Geniuses of other races are happy to comment. 

My background is not as good as yours, the resources are not as good as you, and the treasures are not 

enough for you... But I can beat you, probably like this. 

The most important thing is that "Jiujiang" is a newcomer who has just arrived, and it is only the third 

level... At most, he accepts the first inheritance. Many inheritors have accepted more than one 

inheritance. After countless years of cultivation, they naturally feel that they are against the human 

"Jiujiang". Full of advantages. 

In this way, the new man "Jiujiang" just came to the ancestral sect, and encountered large-scale 

challenges from the geniuses of all races. 

Wang Yi is chatting with the human King Chaman, King Lishuo and other inheritors of Hongmeng. 

Suddenly, he saw the black book floating next to him trembling slightly, his eyes moved. 

Looking around, Wang Yi's eyes widened. 

In the column of invitation letter, the number behind is "9876", and it is constantly refreshing and 

soaring—— 

10111——11088——11999——20117…… 

The numbers keep growing. 

"I just came to the Glory World, and those alien races only just knew I existed, so there are so many 

challenges..." Wang Yi felt a little weird. 

"What's the matter? Jiujiang?" King Lishuo, King Chaman and others found Wang Yi staring at the black 

book. 

Wang Yi looked at them and didn't hide it. Anyway, this kind of thing will soon spread. "I just received a 

lot of invitation letters." 

King Chaman and King Lishuo looked at each other, and King Chaman said angrily: "Those guys are ready 

to bully the newcomer again." 

King Li Shuo didn't look pretty either, and solemnly said: "Jiujiang, ignore them, they just see you just 

come to the ancestors, treat you as a newcomer, and prepare to bully you." 



"When King Chaman and I first came to the Ancestral Sect, we also encountered many challenges. Those 

challengers were not weak in strength. Many of them have been practicing in the third stage for 

countless years. It is definitely not something you can handle easily." 

King Chaman also reacted and said, "Yes, don't be stunned by their letter of invitation. If you do fight, 

you will be caught in their trap. Once you lose your glory points in the competition, you have to wait. It 

will take a long time to get the new points allocated." 

There are many letters of invitation to fight, so you can't accept it casually. If you accept it, you must 

fight. Fight until the glory points are lost before the engagement can be cancelled. 

"You have to be careful, don't take the battle lightly." King Li Shuo confessed with concern, "In the battle 

in the Glory World, all inheritors use the same divine body, which is 100,000 times the power of the 

realm master! It can be customized, and the size can be customized, but the strength of the divine body 

is the same, and the weapons have to be selected in the Glory World. They are all normal weapons...So 

the external conditions are the same for all inheritors." 

"Your treasures and treasures from the outside world, as well as some special methods brought about 

by adventures, have all disappeared." 

"Even when fighting, you can only use the law of fusion." 

In the battle world of the Glory World, if you use other laws, it is invalid. It must be the law of fusion to 

generate power. 

Even if you are a venerable person who thoroughly masters space or time and fights against the 

immortal king, you can only use the law of fusion. 

Others similar to the advantages of the gods, the secrets of talents, the treasures... etc. cannot be used. 

Therefore, if the law of fusion is not strong, it is very common for the Venerable to be defeated by an 

immortal king in the glory world. 

"Don't worry, I know it in my heart." Wang Yi looked around at the human friends who cared about him, 

and smiled slightly. It was a confident smile. 

As for the immortality of other ethnic groups in Hongmeng ~www.mtlnovel.com~, most of the 

relationships are just general acquaintances, and they are not worried about whether Wang Yi will 

accept the battle. 

King Chaman and King Lishuo felt that Wang Yi should know good or bad, and felt relieved. 

Wang Yi saw that the number of invitation letters on the black book had exceeded 50,000, but the rate 

of increase in the number had begun to slow down. 

Although not as good as Luo Feng's 620,000 battles in the original history, it is also very rare among the 

inheritors. 

"It's still a bit less..." The 50,000 games are all challenges from the third inheritor... and the fourth one 

cannot challenge the third, but the third can challenge the fourth, of course. , Unless you really have 

absolute confidence in yourself, no one is that stupid. 



A trace of madness flashed in Wang Yi's eyes, "Is it only you who challenge me?" 

His eyes swept across the triple heir list, and then sent an instruction. 

next moment-- 

In addition to the inheritors of Hongmeng, the entire triple inheritors of the Patriarchal Cult with more 

than 90 million received a letter of challenge at the same time. 

Chapter 384: Everyone here is rubbish 

The ancestors teach, glorify the world, the open square. 

The inheritors of all races who sent out the invitation letter to Wang Yi quickly got a reply. 

"That new human being doesn't know if he dares to fight." 

"If he is not stupid, he will not agree." 

"Maybe he was really stupid, haha, uh... he replied, he actually agreed?" 

"Really? Your luck is so good. I guess he will find the weakest ones... Uh, he also replied to me, and he 

agreed with my invitation to fight." 

A group of alien inheritors who got together quickly discovered that Wang Yi actually agreed to their 

challenge. 

But a bigger wave is born. 

"Human Jiujiang challenged me." 

"Me too." 

"He challenged me too." 

"I……" 

The voice of speech came from all over the open air square, which surprised the inheritors from 

hundreds of millions of races in the universe. 

I saw Glory World. On that open square, a large number of foreign powerhouses were alarmed, looking 

at their black books. 

They either received Wang Yi’s response to the battle one by one, or they received an invitation letter. 

Without exception, everyone has. 

After discovering this, instead of admiring the courage and courage of this human being, everyone had 

an idea-- 

"It's crazy!" 

... 

"I'm mad?" 
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Wang Yi, whose consciousness had withdrawn from the Glory World, opened his eyes, with a hint of 

playfulness in his eyes. 

He whispered in his mouth: "It's even crazier, it's still behind." 

"It's not that I am targeting one of you, but you are all **** in front of me!" 

Hundreds of millions of inheritors were invited by Wang Yi at the same time, which caused the human 

"Jiujiang" to become the most concerned hot spot of the Patriarchal Sect in an instant. 

A newcomer, just a few days after arriving at the ancestors, dare to challenge all the triple inheritors! 

Even in history, it is unprecedented. 

In this way, a newcomer Jiujiang, who was not well-known, quickly became popular in the entire 

ancestral sect, not only among the triple inheritors, but also among the strong ones such as the fourth 

and fifth levels. 

"This human being really wants to be famous and crazy, dare to challenge so many people." 

Some people also disdain. 

"That's all for grandstanding." 

"I really don't know where he is confident. He just came here with only 3 points of glory. Even if he loses 

1 point in one game, he will lose all of them as long as 3 games. Then there will be no way to continue 

later. I am afraid this human being does not know the glory yet. The point is precious, it's so messy." 

"Perhaps he was lucky enough to run into a weaker inheritor and could win one or two games." 

"Humans are so proud and arrogant." 

"How dare he challenge me? It's really interesting, then I'll give him a chance." 

Wang Yi originally issued the invitation letter, and there were many requirements for the invitation. For 

example, if the two sides lacked the glory points, the invitation could not be fulfilled. And most of the 

inheritors don't have much glory points. Wang Yi also didn't have the patience to screen them one by 

one, and simply invited the battle directly in a unified manner! 

Regardless, as long as they take the battle and Wang Yi wins, at least one game can have one glory 

point! 

But Wang Yi did not send out an invitation to fight in advance. If he showed his strength and won a few 

games, there would be very few who would dare to take part in the fight. 

And if they have already engaged in the battle, it is useless to regret it. Under the rules of Glory World, 

even if they voluntarily give up, they will lose at least 1 Glory point. 

What a terrible number is that if you accumulate less and make more, a little bit for each person? 

These people who were invited to fight are not stupid. They will know the situation of "Jiujiang" in 

advance and find that they are just a newcomer who has just arrived at the Patriarchal Sect to accept 



the third inheritance...Most people will think that they have a great chance of winning, and they will 

agree. 

After all, normally speaking, how strong can a newcomer be? 

With the idea of "maybe he chooses me first, maybe he can earn a little bit", ninety-nine percent of the 

inheritors agreed to Wang Yi's invitation to fight. 

And how huge is the total number of triple inheritors? It is the largest number of inheritors in the entire 

Ancestral Mystery Realm! 

all of a sudden! More than 6 million inheritors have chosen to fight! 

And Wang Yi has also become the center of the topic. Of course, many people think he is stupid! 

"The human race is also the pinnacle race, and unexpectedly sent a fool to accept the inheritance!" 

"This time, I must devastate this so-called human genius, and let him know that the universe is so big 

that no one else can be arrogant." 

The ancestors’ religion brings together hundreds of millions of peerless geniuses across the universe. 

Different ethnic groups have different talents and different life essences. Some are against the heavens 

in the divine body, some have the talents and secrets, and the consciousness of will, all of them are top-

notch, and it's not surprising that there are even a few perverts that create the ‘extremely unique’. 

A group of aliens gathered together to discuss the matter of the newcomer Jiujiang. 

"That human being is now in the limelight, everyone is discussing him." 

"Hehe, I really don’t know what he thinks. Maybe he will be mad and stupid to fight once or twice, but 

after losing, he will understand the strength of many foreign powers. There will be a lot of fights against 

him this time. Fight, but it is estimated that it is not our turn, he will have three glory points, and he will 

lose all of them soon. If he loses all of them, he can't fight anymore." 

"It's nothing more than a beaming clown. It won't take long for the jumping to stop. It's a pity that the 

human race wasted an inheritance order and sent such a fool, but after this encounter, he should wake 

up." 

These alien races completely regarded the affairs of human Jiujiang as idle talk. 

In other places in the open-air plaza, the human "Jiujiang" is also discussed. After all, this news is now 

too famous among the inheritors of the ancestral spirit. 

Of course, Hongmeng also immediately learned that a group of human inheritor friends Wang Yigang 

knew, such as King Chaman and King Lishuo, were taken aback and went to Wang Yi’s residence in 

person. Actually, at this time, I don’t know how many alien inheritors have already engaged in the 

battle. Unless he loses all his glory points, it is impossible for Wang Yi not to fight. 

"Hey, why is Wang Yi so impulsive...Even if he is the first genius of our human race for hundreds of 

millions of years, how long has he only cultivated?" 



"He is too smooth in our human race, not to mention, this time the setback may be a good thing for 

him." 

"Let's go, let's go, this time it's nothing, and Wang Yi doesn't care about our words at all." 

When King Chaman, King Lishuo and others who returned without success left Wang Yi's castle, they 

kept shaking their heads. 

They all felt that Wang Yi was blinded by his title of "peerless human genius", and they really thought he 

was invincible! 

But they can't help~www.mtlnovel.com~ to persuade him, and Wang Yi has already completed the 

invitation to apply for the competition. 

The former King Chaman and others were also extremely proud geniuses. The three of them were as 

dazzling as the Seven Sword Kings and Dream Kings of this generation a long time ago, but they were 

silent for too long and too long. Regarding their strength, they can only Stronger! Even so, they are only 

in the top of the triple inheritance ranking! 

No matter how great Wang Yi is, he has only cultivated for more than 10,000 years. Where can he be so 

strong? 

Therefore, they all felt that Wang Yi's next battle in the Glory World would surely succumb to the horror, 

turning into a joke in the eyes of hundreds of millions of people in the universe. 

At the castle, Wang Yi smiled slightly when he looked at the figures of King Chaman and the others going 

away. 

"They all thought that I would lose miserably this time, and I would be completely defeated... Also, they 

have not tried with me. They don't know my strength, so naturally they don't have any expectations of 

me." 

"But...it will be different soon." Wang Yi turned and walked back into the castle. 

Ready to fight! 

Chapter 385: war! war! war! 

Above the sky, the mysterious halo demonstrating the laws of the origin of the universe continued to 

spread, and underneath was the mysterious Bauhinia Island of the ancestors, surrounded by endless 

colorful aurora. 

The palaces of various races on Zijing Island, which stretch for millions of kilometers, are scattered. One 

of the palaces is carved with ancient swords. A figure is standing in the attic and looking into the 

distance. He is wearing a purple armor and has seven sword marks on his brows. , The whole person is 

like a war sword, and his eyes are sharp as a sword. 

He is the famous immortal genius "Seven Swords King" of the human generation! 

Seven Swords King followed the genre of spiritual teacher training. 
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When he was young, he emerged from the "Great Axe Fighting Field" and was absorbed by the Great 

Axe Fighting Field as the core genius. He has been improving his strength as the first genius of that era. 

Perhaps the rate of progress in the theory of talent cannot keep up with the science and technology. Far 

behind Wang Yi. 

But Seven Swords King was still much better than "Bolan" and other talents. 

After becoming immortal, the Seven Swords King was accepted as a personal disciple by a certain 

universe master in the "Great Axe Fighting Field". Compared with many old guys such as King Zhenyan 

and King Tianyu, they were not much different. 

The high level of the human race is very optimistic about the Seven Swords King and believes that the 

Seven Swords King is very promising to become the "Universal Venerable." 

The cultivation of the human race, the guidance and guidance of the Lord of the universe—— 

Some special encounters of Seven Swords King himself—— 

Created today's "Seven Sword Kings". 

"Wang Yi..." Seven Sword King murmured. 

Originally, the Seven Swords King was the most dazzling peerless genius of the human generation until 

the sudden emergence of Wang Yi! 

Wang Yi's light completely overshadowed the Seven Sword Kings all at once. 

"Wang Yi, you, a realm master, can easily defeat Nanxun and become invincible in the outer battlefield. I 

have to admire you. Even my teacher said that I am far inferior to you..." Seven Swords King thought 

silently "But the ancestors’ religion has gathered the inheritors of hundreds of millions of races in the 

entire universe for countless years. All the inheritors here are peerless geniuses. Even me, in the glorious 

world, can only be regarded as a medium, just don’t know... you can do it. Where to go." 

"Don't lose the face of our human race, Wang Yi!" 

The news that the human inheritor "Jiujiang", who is new to the ancestral sect, challenged almost all the 

inheritors of the triple beast gods with his own power has spread, and many ethnic forces have secretly 

added to the flames, wanting to see human jokes. 

And this news was also uploaded back to the human race. 

"It seems that Wang Yi is very confident in making the decision to challenge almost all the triple 

inheritors of the Patriarchal Cult without any scruples." The City Lord Chaos had a glimmer of 

expectation in his heart. "However, with his current strength, even if he is not invincible, he can defeat 

most of the inheritors. I will take a look at it with peace of mind." 

City Lord Chaos is still very confident in Wang Yi's strength. After all, he has been in contact with Wang 

Yi many times over the past ten thousand years, knowing that Wang Yi's progress in the way of beast 

gods is incredible. 



In particular, he also created his own ultimate secret method (the Chaos City Lord thought it was a 

Venerable Level), but this made it difficult for him to find rivals among the hundreds of millions of 

geniuses. 

... 

Glory the world, fight the world. 

In the endless ice and snow. 

The wind was howling, the blizzard was smashing down, and the world was white. 

Wearing a dark red armor, Wang Yi stood on an icy peak, with a trembling horror in his eyes, facing the 

wind and snow, looking at a figure that appeared in the distance. 

A bizarre life resembling a centipede emerged from the wind and snow. This body was over a hundred 

meters long visually, covered in colored scales, and had a pair of arched feet! 

A pair of eerie green eyes stared at Wang Yi, making a strange sound. 

"My luck is good, you are human Jiujiang? A newcomer is so arrogant, let me teach you to teach you in 

the ancestral gods, but it is not your small human territory." 

"In the World of Glory, the treasures you are proud of and all kinds of foreign objects cannot be used. 

The divine body and so on are the same. The test is the perception of the law, the secret technique, the 

amplitude of the divine power, the experience, etc... Soon, you will Will understand that you are nothing 

compared to us!" 

Wang Yi looked at the centipede indifferently, feeling the changes in his body, that is, the virtual divine 

body. 

"Boom..." The majestic power fills the whole body, and every cell is composed of extremely powerful 

and cohesive divine power. If you want to, you can turn into endless divine power in an instant, and 

even the divine body can be restored instantly if it is fragmented. 

This feeling of tyranny and absolute control is far beyond the realm master's time. 

A divine body with a hundred thousand times the power of the world master! 

"It's not without drawbacks. For example, the life lineage level brought by the "Secret Code of Nine 

Tribulations" and the blood of the beast **** is gone, there are various treasures, and the secrets of 

talent are also unavailable." 

"But my amplitude secret method has reached a hundred times the limit of the universe! Using the 

amplitude secret method, you can reach ten million times the power of the realm master!" 

"Immortal divine power can be virtualized and attacked. Only the virtualized divine power, coupled with 

me to achieve the will and consciousness of the universe overlord, will naturally be stronger." 

If it is a martial artist genre, the benefits of a strong will are not obvious, but the spiritual teacher is 

different. 



Will is handsome, consciousness is general, thinking strength is soldier. The extreme tyranny of the will 

can make Wang Yi control the power of the Nianli weapon soaring to several levels, and the power has 

reached an extremely terrifying level. 

"Not to mention the master level of my own universe's ultimate knack, facing these alien tribe 

inheritors, it is definitely a one-sided ravaged!" 

Regarding the perception of the law of fusion alone, Wang Yi has approached the triple limit for each of 

them, and the beast god's artistic conception actually transcended the triple level of consummation and 

reached the level of the quadruple threshold. 

The reason why the beast **** has such a strong mood is also related to the "flaming star giant beast". 

Divine power amplitude, will, law perception, secret law level...all completely crushed the opponent, 

reaching the level of heaven-defying. 

This was also the confidence that Wang Yi dared to use his own strength to challenge the entire triple 

inheritor of the Patriarchal Sect. 

Wang Yi smiled and looked at the alien race opposite, feeling inexplicably cold in his heart, as if he was 

being stared at by some terrifying creature. 

"Human!" The centipede alien race seemed to be a little bit ashamed of his own psychology just now, 

silver-gray armor suddenly emerged from the slender body, and at the same time, there were more 

sharp blades like claws, burning divine power, and mysterious patterns lit up. , Behind him, a huge and 

faint beast **** phantom appeared, and then turned into a stream of light, and directly rushed towards 

Wang Yi. 

"The first battle, let's start with you." 

Wang Yi smiled and watched the opponent approaching ~www.mtlnovel.com~ Turning his hands over, a 

full 10081 red spheres floated out. The red translucent spheres were covered with secret patterns of the 

law, and the mysterious secret patterns of the law made Wang Yi unique. All interpretations are in it. 

Because of the Glory World battle, only ordinary weapons can be used. So this is a very ordinary mind 

weapon made by Wang Yi through the virtual universe. 

Immediately, with an instant bang, every cell in his body completely began to burn, his breath soared, 

and his strength soared in an instant. 

In the virtual space, the two sides have no scruples, burning the gods at the same time, and engage in 

the craziest battle! 

"Boom~~" 

The 10081 red spheres outlined the figure of a behemoth of fire rushing out violently, and the whole 

world was shaking. 

An incomparably powerful aura swept through everything like a star burst. 

"what……" 



The centipede alien life's eyes widened in astonishment and fear, as if a moth was throwing into the fire, 

unable to even resist, and was instantly swallowed by the flame behemoth. 

Chapter 386: Sorrowful King Barking Mirror 

The core of the ancestral religion, Zijing Island, is lined with palaces of various ethnic groups, and one of 

them is a strangely shaped palace. 

"boom!" 

The alien, who was sitting on the throne like a centipede, opened his eyes violently, and his eyes were 

full of residual panic. 

"How is it possible? I, I can't stop it with a single move? What kind of secret was that just now?" King 

Tianwu recalled the overwhelming attack that destroyed the world just now, so that it did not have the 

slightest ability to resist, it was like a real beast **** The living flame behemoth rushed over, making it 

feel desperate in its heart, as if it was facing a real beast god. 

"It's terrible. How could Jiujiang be so strong? I have been in the Patriarchal Cult for so many years, and 

my strength among the triple inheritors is considered to be mid-to-high. Even facing the top ones among 

the triple inheritors, I can't have the ability to resist. "The Heavenly Centipede King slowly calmed down, 

but there was still a trace of anxiety in his eyes. 

"Who is he?" 

Heavenly Centipede King slowly walked down from the throne and looked at the outside of the palace, 

"That human being hides such a deep and terrifying strength. I am afraid that no one is his opponent 

among the triple inheritors. This time he will fight. Stop fighting... It seems that the Ancestral God Sect is 

about to cause a big shock." 

There was a tremor in the centipede king's heart, it was not clear, how many people did Wang Yi 

challenge? I am afraid that only the ancestral gods who control Wucai Aurora Lake are the only ones 

who really know. 

But judging from the information circulating outside, it is definitely a huge number. 

... 

Glory World, Wang Yi, who had just finished the first battle with his own freely invented law of fire-air 

fusion, the Venerable Supreme Masterpiece, immediately opened the second battle. 

When he saw the name of an opponent on the list, he couldn't help but startled. 

"Interesting, just choose him." Wang Yi did not hesitate. 

In the world of ice and snow, a second figure appeared. 

Look carefully, it is standing arched at the waist, both hands and feet are like sharp claws, the whole 

body is covered with dense scales, and the scales are covered with golden secret patterns. The face has 

golden mane and golden eyes. Eye of the alien powerhouse. 
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"Hahaha..." A sharp sound that seemed to pierce eardrums came from the mouth of a foreigner. It 

stared at the human wearing the dark red armor with excitement and weird, very happy, "Human, you 

actually met me, In order to thank you for the glory you gave me, I will definitely ravage you lightly." 

"The King Barking Mirror?" Wang Yi grinned. 

"Do you know me?" Wang Jing was a little surprised, but he didn't care. It was a special life, and it was 

very famous in the ancestral gods, and it was normal to be recognized. 

"Well... King Barking Mirror, I still have 4 glory points. How about we gamble on 4 points of glory this 

time?" Wang Yi smiled and looked at King Barking Mirror in the distance. 

The king of the mirror is notoriously crazy, cruel, and greedy. 

More importantly, the King of Veiled Mirror...ranked in the top ten among hundreds of millions of 

immortal inheritors! 

You must know that the inheritors on Bauhinia Island have been accumulating since the birth of the 

universe, and a large number of them have been wiped out with the passage of time. Perhaps most of 

the levels are at a normal level, but they are ranked in the top ten...that is definitely since the birth of 

the universe. , A peerless genius who was collected by the ancestors of the gods. 

King Weijing is also a special life in the universe, and the level of life alone is 2000 times that of ordinary 

life! Moreover, his two great talent secrets... are even more unique in the universe. They have been 

absorbed by one of the superpowers in the universe, the "Northern Frontier Alliance", and they have 

also been given a treasure and a set of heavy treasures. It's enough to fight for many cosmic sages. 

Of course, in the Glory World, it is impossible to use the talent secrets, bloodline levels, and treasures, 

and the King Vejr's perception of the law is very general... So the strength of the King Vejr in the Glory 

World is very weak, and it can only be regarded as medium among the triple inheritors. , Or else he 

wouldn't be easily ravaged by King Zhenyan after the breakthrough. 

"Huh? 4 glory points?" Wang Jingjing narrowed his golden eyes, and there was a dangerous light flashing 

in his eyes. It was a little heart-stirring, but a little suspicious. 

"Why? The famous Wang Jingwang is so courageous that he dare not bet with me as a newcomer? Or do 

you think you can't beat me?" Wang Yi sneered. 

"Boy!" Wang Jingjing's face turned gloomy, "You angered me." 

"Don't think that you are lucky to win a game, just breathe so loudly." 

"Since you want to die, then I will fulfill you. Isn't it 4 points of glory? I bet with you." 

When Wang Yi heard the King Bojing agreeing so easily, he secretly sighed that the King Bojing was as 

greedy as the rumors, and he promised him so easily. 

It's... stupid! 

"Come on, I don't have much time, I'll get rid of you and start the next game." Wang Yi's aura suddenly 

soared, directly burning the immortal divine body. 



"Arrogant humans!" 

With the sharp and angry voice of King Barking Mirror, a terrible aura suddenly rose into the sky, and the 

entire ice world trembled. 

Both sides turned into a stream of light and rushed out at the same time. Wang Yi flipped his hand. This 

time 10081 azure-blue beads were thrown out. They turned into a weird swaying image of beautiful 

plant life in mid-air, but it looked like a monster. , Countless vines overwhelmed the world and beat the 

king towards the mirror. 

"What?" Wang Jingwang was startled, the immortal divine body burned crazily, and as the terrifying 

aura erupted, an illusion of a beast **** rose behind it, roaring toward the huge blue plant to meet it. 

"Snapped!" 

"Snapped!" 

"Snapped!" 

... 

In the next moment, countless whip shadows lashed at the king of the mirror, making it impossible to 

escape. 

Wang Jingjing was madly swept away like a ball. 

"what!" 

His body was shattered and quickly annihilated. 

"No." Wang Jingjing's cold golden eyes was full of disbelief and anger at this moment. It didn't want to 

believe that he would lose to a newcomer. 

In just a few moments, King Vejr's divine body was completely annihilated. 

"With this strength, I also want to take advantage of the glory world." Wang Yi groaned. 

King Weijing also has the advantage of special life and talented secret methods, otherwise it is also a 

waste. There are so many inheritors of the ancestral gods, where can it be arrogant. 

However, with the 2,000-fold genetic level of the divine body and the two great secrets of talent, the 

King of Veiled Mirror is extremely terrifying ~www.mtlnovel.com~ The immortal combat power is 

comparable to some cosmic lords. 

"Continue to the next game. The next one to give glory points shouldn't be able to wait, right?" 

... 

The Ancestral God Sect, somewhere in the palace, the angry roar of the King of Mirror suddenly 

sounded. 

"Human Jiujiang!" 

It was not reconciled, and it was very heartbroken. 



4 glory points are not a small number for every triple inheritor. After all, it is not easy to get a little glory 

point, and the more times you lose, the harder it is to get a gift from the Patriarchal Cult next time. 

Based on the insight of King Barking Mirror's Beast God Law, losing 4 glory points is already a long time 

accumulation, which makes it very distressed. 

"Damn human! I will never let you go! Don't let me see you outside!" 

King Weijing gritted his teeth and hated the human Jiujiang at this moment. 

The battle for Wang Yi in the Glory World is still going on. 

Chapter 387: 100% win rate 

The battle for the Glory World is in progress. 

In the distant sky, the circle of the aperture containing countless laws and secret patterns expanded, 

annihilated, and regenerated, the vast Bauhinia Island, Wang Yi's castle, a tall purple figure came out 

and glanced behind him. 

"Take the human body away and stay in the world ring, and you can also connect to the Glory World. 

The Void Zerg clone is the strongest and has the most life-saving ability. At this time, go to the secret 

realm to act. Be sure to get the third clone, and then you can break through smoothly. NS." 

Wang Yi's three major bodies, the human body followed the Void Zerg clone to act together, the Yanxing 

Giant Beast clone stayed in the Tongtian Tower, and the Void Zerg clone with the strongest combat 

power went to adventure in the secret realm. 

Although it is a clone operation. 

However, because the entire Bauhinia Island is within the range of Wucai Aurora Lake, everything that 

happens here is supervised, so Wang Yi did this... Wucai Aurora Lake knew that it was Wang Yi and 

naturally would not attack him. 

"Let's go." 

The Void Zerg clone instantly moved to the square in front of the island owner's palace, looked around, 

and there was no one around, then stepped into the fountain curtain on the right, swished away, and 

was teleported to the secret realm. 

In one of the voids in the Ancestral Mystery Realm, there was a beautiful fountain out of thin air. The 

spring water sprayed in the void, and the surroundings were wide and quiet. Apart from the fountain 

suspended in the void, there were no guards. 

In the next moment, a figure covered in purple-gold armor came out of the spring, and it was Wang Yi's 

clone of the Void Zerg. 

The Void Zerg clone took a look around and whispered: "According to the pre-planned, unsurprisingly, 

this time I will be able to breed the Youhai clone. As for whether I can copy the world tree’s "mastering 

time and space" talent secret method, it is also It depends on luck." 

"Anyway, this time, this is the last time my world lord has broken through." 
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"Detector." Wang Yi turned on the detector. This detector came from Venerable Guiyi. Because it was 

enough to use, Wang Yi didn't buy any more. 

The most fundamental purpose of the probe was designed to break into the secret realm of the 

universe, not for the battlefield outside the territory. 

Large-scale detectors are used when rushing in the secrets of the universe. If you find some distant 

celestial bodies through large-scale detectors, you should avoid them early. Regardless of whether there 

is danger or not, it is the safest way to proceed directly in the void. The miniature detector is used when 

walking into some dangerous places carefully and exploring. 

"Such a one-billion-kilometer range will be under my control." A smile appeared on Wang Yi's face. Even 

the sage, if you don't pay attention to hiding, it is easy to be spotted by the detector. 

Of course, the detector is not omnipotent, and Wang Yi will not be superstitious about the ability of the 

detector, and he will also be vigilant. 

... 

When the Void Zerg clone went to adventure in the secret realm, a storm was forming on Bauhinia 

Island. 

As Wang Yi's battle continued, the open-air plaza of Glory World was already exploding. 

At least hundreds of millions of inheritors from all over the universe are connected to the glorious world 

with consciousness at this time, paying attention to Wang Yi's battle. 

Wang Yi's battle ended too soon, because every battle in the world of battle, the divine body would 

recover intact, so Wang Yi didn't need to stop at all. 10,000 consecutive battles in one go! It took 23 

hours! 

About an average of less than 8 seconds, the end of a battle! 

In fact, to save time, Wang Yi didn't bother to talk nonsense. Every time he started, he went straight to 

the battle and killed his opponent instantly! 

The winning rate was 100%...In other words, all these 10,000 inheritors were defeated by Wang Yi! 

In just one day, Wang Yi won more than 10,000 glory points! 

The entire ancestral cult does not know how many inheritors have been deceived by this record. 

"Lost!" 

"All lost!" 

"How is it possible? How did he do it!" 

"Ten thousand inheritors, and among them are the top 1,000, they all lost to that human Jiujiang!" 

"It's crazy. In just one day, he won 10,000 games. How much honor should this be!" 

"Perverted! Too abnormal!" 



People who followed the battle and received the news were shocked. 

Some forces that originally wanted to see the jokes were also dumbfounded. 

"How could this human being in Jiujiang have such a high sense of the law of the beasts and gods!" 

"Something's wrong!" 

"Check! Give me my best to check! I want his most detailed information!" 

When the news spread to all parts of the universe, those forces were also startled, and they all began to 

order to investigate this sudden emergence of human genius. 

"Such a strong person must have a growth trajectory. It is impossible to stay unknown, check, and do 

everything possible to check it for me. How can mankind suddenly have a peerless and immortal genius, 

this is impossible!" 

And as all parties in the universe made their best efforts to investigate, a lot of intelligence soon 

gathered, and the "hunting king" who had been active in the outer battlefield just disappeared soon fell 

into the sight of all parties. 

Bauhinia Island, inside Wang Yi's castle. 

In the garden, Wang Yi sat with three people who came to visit the inheritors of the human race. 

The reason why Wang Yi appeared here was because he was notified by the servants who stayed behind 

in the castle to quickly teleport him back with the kingdom of immortal gods under his command. This is 

very convenient. 

"You are here as soon as I finished the battle for the Glory World." Wang Yi poured some wine on them, 

and then looked at one of the inheritors, "Seven Sword King, should we meet for the first time in 

reality?" 

"That's right." Seven Swords King nodded slightly, and looked at Wang Yi, also full of wonder in his heart. 

He really didn’t expect that Wang Yi would be brave enough to challenge countless triple heirs. He could 

easily defeat tens of thousands of heirs in one day. Many of these strengths surpass him. They were all 

defeated instantly by Wang Yi! Without exception! 

Seven Swords King couldn't understand at all, how Wang Yi did it, this kind of strength is really terrifying. 

"By the way, Wang Yi, how many matches have you played?" King Chaman asked impatiently. 

It is reported that Wang Yi challenged all the three inheritors, because a little check on the inheritors of 

the various forces can tell...but no one knows the exact number. After all, there are too many. 

"Well... I sent more than 100 million invitation letters, and finally received more than 6.86 million." 

Wang Yi thought for a while. 

King Chaman, King Lishuo and King Seven Swords in the garden took a breath at the same time. 

This figure far exceeds their estimates. 



"More than 6.8 million..." When King Chaman thought about Wang Yi's winning percentage of all 

battles~www.mtlnovel.com~, he was going crazy. 

How many glory points should it be, and how many inheritance opportunities? 

Even if 100 glory points are exchanged once, there are more than 60,000 times! 

"Wang Yi, you are really..." Wang Li Shuo kept shaking his head. 

"It's so popular." Seven Swords King couldn't help smiling wryly, frightened. 

In order to win a game, they worked hard, like walking on thin ice, and this is not necessarily someone 

fighting them. 

However, Wang Yi openly challenged all the inheritors on the first day when he came to the Patriarchal 

Sect. With this wind, hundreds of millions of inheritors were attracted, and most of them agreed to the 

invitation to fight. 

It is not in history that many people have been invited to fight without coming to the ancestral church 

for the first time, but no one can defeat tens of thousands of inheritors in one day like Wang Yi, and 

there is no defeat! 

When Wang Yi ends the battle in Glory World, there will be so many glory points on his body that 

countless inheritors will be jealous and crazy. 

At this time, the ancestors' religion has completely caused an uproar because of Wang Yi's affairs. 

Chapter 388: Concerns of all parties 

The next day, Wang Yi's battle continued. 

The record, other alien inheritors only need to watch the black book to know. The triple inheritor list on 

the black book clearly says XX wins and XX loses. 

Wang Yi set a goal for himself, 10,000 games a day, no more, no less, and never stopped. 

As a result, Wang Yi's record soared at an astonishing speed in the attention of countless inheritors. 

On the first day, 10,000 duels, 10,000 wins and 0 changes. 

On the second day, 10,000 duels turned into 20,000 win rates and 0 losses. 

On the third day... 

And the rapid soaring speed of glory points also stunned countless alien inheritors. 

Especially the perfect winning rate... proved that the human Jiujiang is definitely the most terrifying 

existence among the triple inheritors of over 100 million, which made many foreign inheritors who 

wanted to ravage humans regretted it. Unfortunately, Wang Yi issued an invitation to fight. Believe, and 

they have already fought, they can no longer regret it! 

Even if you don't fight, you will be deemed to have given up automatically, and 1 glory point will be 

deducted at that time. 
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On the open square of the glorious world. 

The gathered billions of inheritors often go to the black books to watch the achievements of human 

Jiujiang on the triple inheritance rankings. 

"98565 wins and 0 loses." 

This is the latest record. Today is also the tenth day that Wang Yi started to challenge. He has already 

fought nearly 100,000 games. 

In the blink of an eye, the number changed to "98566" again, and then changed to "98567" again less 

than 10 seconds later. 

Although it was not the first time I saw it, I was used to it, the alien inheritors were still a little 

frightened. 

too crazy. 

"Why is this human being so powerful? My glory point is worth 1 glory point. I always be careful and 

careful every time I engage in a battle in the battle world, and I will never provoke a highly ranked one, 

but how come I encounter it now? A pervert. Oh, my glory points." The alien who thought that he was 

about to lose 1 glory point suddenly felt heartache and couldn't breathe. 

"I'm even more unlucky. I'm almost 100 glory points. I lost once today. I don't know how long it will take 

to make up enough. This human being is really evil..." 

"Even the King of Sword River, who was ranked in the top ten on the triple inheritance rankings, lost 

yesterday. He bet 100 glory points with humans. This time he lost miserably." 

"This human being Jiujiang is too strong, every time it is a one-shot kill. I have seen his secret method, at 

least it is extremely unique, and his divine power amplitude is very strong, and all aspects are perfect, 

not at all. There are flaws and weaknesses...There are so many inheritors, who are good at all aspects, 

and they are always restrained from each other, but still no one can pose a threat to Jiujiang, all of them 

are defeated in an instant!" 

There was a lot of discussion among the aliens, and their words were full of admiration, fear and 

admiration for human Jiujiang. 

Those who can come to the ancestors’ religion are definitely peerless geniuses from all quarters in the 

universe. Most people are full of confidence in themselves. Even the strongest on the triple ranking list 

may not convince them, but today, they are all convinced. The absolute dominance of human Jiujiang 

was subdued. 

There is no way, the difference in strength is too great. From the first game to the present, no one can 

last 10 seconds in front of Wang Yi. Now Wang Yi is too lazy to speak, and has become a ruthless scoring 

machine. Just the second person, many inheritors who wanted to talk to this peerless genius Jiujiang 

were basically out without even saying a word. 

After all, more than 6.8 million games, 10,000 games a day, without stopping, would have to play more 

than 680 days, which is almost two years. 



Almost all people in the open square are talking about Jiujiang. 

"You said, this human Jiujiang is so terrifying, but I have never heard of it before. Which genius of the 

human race will it be?" 

"I do have information. It seems that the human race has just recently emerged on the battlefield 

outside the territory... The King of Hunting!" 

"The Hunting King?" 

"I haven't heard it, please tell me carefully." 

"I just heard it. I don't know if this is the case..." 

Because of this terrifying strength and terrifying record, human Jiujiang has become a great celebrity of 

the Patriarchal Sect today, and countless people are paying attention to him and discussing him. 

The information of the "Hunting King" is naturally inevitably dug up by all parties. 

As for the most dazzling peerless genius of this generation, Wang Yi...Under the cover of the human 

race, the external news is that he returned to Chaos City to practice, and traces of "fake Wang Yi" 

activities in Chaos City are still revealed...As for other forces Believe it or not, that's their business. 

Anyway, as long as Wang Yi's true identity is not revealed for a day, the human race will not recognize it. 

And all parties in the universe can't easily believe that the super master who can kill the limit of the king 

on the outer battlefield more than 10,000 years ago will actually be a human world master who has 

practiced for more than two hundred years! 

This is too challenging for imagination, so all parties still believe that the human Jiujiang of the ancestral 

gods should be a peerless and immortal genius that was cultivated in private by the human race and 

hidden. 

"His perception of the law is so strong that it ranks among the top ranks among the triple inheritors, 

which is compared with countless peerless geniuses of various races." A great alien existence is full of 

awe, with a trace of solemnity, "Beast The third stage of the God’s inheritance is definitely close to 

completion. In terms of law perception, it is estimated that he is very close to becoming a cosmic 

master, and he can easily defeat other inheritors. He must have achieved the ultimate in divine power 

amplitude, will consciousness, and secret methods!" 

"Too dangerous! He is still so immortal now. Once he breaks through to become Venerable, he will 

definitely be an extremely powerful existence among Venerables. Maybe he may quickly grow into 

"Eclipse Palace Master" and "Star Prison Demon Ancestor". Waiting for such a powerful overlord of the 

human universe...the threat to our race will be much greater." 

"More importantly, he has so many glory points this time. He has to accept the astonishing number of 

inheritances. The Patriarch’s teachings are passed on again and again. It is easier for him to become the 

Universe Venerable. Wait until he becomes the Universe Venerable, and then think about it. Killing 

him...it’s difficult.” A beautiful female life’s voice was crisp and cold, “So, you have to kill him early. A 

peerless human world master is already troublesome enough. Now there is another King of Hunting. We 

absolutely can’t. tolerate." 



"Human Realm Lord Wang Yi is in Chaos City, and we can't kill him with the protection of Chaos City 

Lord, but this Hunting God King is different. He is in the Ancestral God Sect. We have a chance!" 

"And you must do it early, otherwise when he really breaks through to the Venerable Universe, the 

chance of success will be even slimmer." 

It is very difficult for the Venerable to break through ~www.mtlnovel.com~ But looking at the situation 

of the Hunting God, the probability of breaking through to the Venerable is too high! 

Coupled with the talent he showed, it has been regarded by many forces as a big threat to the future 

race! 

After the news of the ancestors’ religion was spread, races that were hostile to humans, such as the 

Zerg, Machine race, Monster race, and Yan God race, naturally regarded the Hunter King as a serious 

concern, and some of them were far away from the boundaries of the human race, and there were no 

interest entanglements. The ethnic group maintains the mentality of going to the theater and gloats for 

misfortune. 

In the extremely remote starry sky of the universe, in the depths of the universe. 

"Hahaha..." The throne burst into laughter in a dark vortex, "Humans have become peerless geniuses, 

and in the near future, they will become peerless powerful men. It is not our prisoners who are most 

anxious. It’s the neighbors of mankind-the machine race, the monster race, the zerg race." 

"Haha... Our prisoners don't care, other forces may be impatient." 

"...Let's see, the assassination of this peerless genius may begin soon." 

The laughter in the black throne reverberated in time and space. 

Chapter 389: The importance of the ancestors 

The core place of the ancestral gods, one of the eight-fang beast temple, the "Thunder Beast Temple", 

the whole beast temple is a majestic and brilliant palace over hundreds of millions of kilometers from 

the outside, but in fact the palace is a space and time. 

In one time and space, rivers, mountains, ice and snow, deserts...the scenery is everywhere. 

Deep in the endless mountains. 

A huge beast **** with three hooves, wings and full body of blue hair, more than 100,000 kilometers 

long, stood up and looked down at the little "Blood Fire God General" on the top of a mountain range in 

the distance with a roar. 

"I said, don't disturb my sleep if there is no real important event." Thunder Beast God said. 

The entire ancestral gods, in fact, the three mysterious ancestor gods are not responsible for specific 

affairs. The eight beast gods take turns in charge, but the eight beast gods are lazier than the other... all 

the other seven beast gods are lazy and don’t know where they are going. Leaving the Thunder Beast 

God to sit here in the 100 million era. 

The God of Blood and Fire will respectfully salute: "The Beast God, there is an important thing." 
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"Say." The Thunder Beast God looked down at the little "Blood Fire God General", because the Beast 

Gods were lazier than the other, they were too lazy to take care of things, and they didn't even bother 

to connect to the glory world, so they wanted to report the situation and get this. When Time and Space 

went to look for them, the "Blood Fire God General" was helpless, and quickly reported the recent 

events of the Ancestral Gods to the Thunder Beast God. 

Among the Octagonal Beast Gods, the Thunder Beast God has the most violent temper, and the Blood 

Fire God will not dare to delay. Although he inherited the position of God General, Blood Fire God will 

definitely be able to fight against the existence of the Lord of the Ordinary Universe. But the Thunder 

Beast God... Once inherited the Beast God position, his strength will be even stronger. 

"Oh? One is not a powerful special being, but a human being, but he can kill the king limit when he can 

kill the king? And it is a frontal kill?" Thunder Beast God's eyes lit up. 

Wang Yi's identity as a world leader was exposed as soon as he came to the ancestral gods. There is a 

colorful Aurora Lake, and those who enter cannot hide the secret. 

However, it is only known to the senior ancestors of the ancestors. 

The news that Wang Yi was a human world master but was able to achieve the limit of killing the king 

was obviously taken seriously by the Thunder Beast God. 

The Ancestral God Sect also needs to train strong people, like the King of the Huo Realm, which is 

cultivated with emphasis, once it is favored by the Ancestral God Sect... it will be different. It's just that 

the ancestors of the gods have a very high vision, and even the so-called peerless genius in the universe 

is at the level of science and technology, the ancestors of the gods are also dismissive. 

"Frontal kill? This, this is something that exists against the laws of the universe's operation." The 

Thunder Beast God's voice boomed, and the one who knows the most about the laws of the universe... 

is undoubtedly the ancestors! 

As one of the Octagonal Beast Gods, his status is only under the three ancestor gods, and it can be said 

that there are few secrets that the Thunder Beast God does not know. 

There was light in the huge eyes of the Thunder Beast God, and the huge beast God full of hair was 

walking around, and time and space trembled. Every step caused the earthquake to tremble and the 

mountain to collapse. 

"He must have a special fate, and this special fate makes him, in some respects, enough to violate the 

law of the universe, and will not be suppressed by the law of the universe!" Thunder Beast God said 

decisively. 

The universe is fair. 

Violating the laws of the universe and not being suppressed? 

There must be an encounter against the sky! 

"Follow him, from now on, always follow him." 



"Yes." The God of Blood Fire said respectfully, "By the way, as soon as this human came to our Ancestral 

God Sect, he issued an invitation letter to almost all the triple inheritors, and most of them accepted it." 

"All?" Thunder Beast God was a little surprised, but he knew the number of triple inheritors, which 

definitely exceeded 90 million. "How many games are there?" 

"More than 6.8 million games." The corner of Blood Vulcan's mouth couldn't help but twitch when he 

said that. When he first learned about it, he also felt very outrageous. Inheritance opportunities are 

actually nothing to the high-level powerhouses of the Patriarchal Cult, but they are very precious to 

ordinary foreign inheritors. 

"Now, he has been fighting for 10 consecutive days, 10,000 games a day, and has not lost a game." 

"What!?" The Thunder Beast God turned around, his expression was a little surprised, even more 

surprised than when he first learned that humans are the masters of the world. 

"An existence that violates the laws of the universe's operation and possesses the encounter against the 

sky, the law perception is so amazing..." Thunder Beast God's voice echoed in time and space, "It seems 

that he is better than I thought. Interesting, really. Interesting, Blood Fire God General, from today on, 

you help me stare at this human being, I want to see what step he can do." 

"Beast God, and, according to the observation of Wucai Jiguang Lake, he still has a clone. One clone has 

gone to the secret realm now, and his clone is also a special life." The blood fire **** will learn all the 

information. come out. 

Thunder Beast God stared slightly. 

"Clone?" 

"This little guy, surprises me more and more." 

... 

When attracting the attention of all parties, Wang Yi fought for the glory of the world while sending the 

Void Zerg clone to the secret realm of the ancestral gods. 

The vast and endless mystery of ancestors. 

Wang Yi flies and teleports from time to time, carefully avoiding dangers. The natural forms in the 

mystery of the ancestors are strange. Some huge celestial bodies are very strange. Like in the normal 

cosmic starry sky, most of the celestial bodies are spherical. Such as planets, stars, white dwarfs, 

neutron stars, etc., and even black holes. 

But in the mystery of the ancestors, irregular celestial bodies may appear, or a huge piece of land may 

appear, or a huge lake in the void out of thin air, there may be some islands on the lake, and 

occasionally some rolling mountains floating in the void. There are waterfalls on the mountains. 

It looks beautiful and magical, but in reality there is a crisis lurking. 

"The place I passed by just now should be where the waterfall of "Cold Whale Nine Colors Water" is 

located. Even if the Venerable Universe gets wet, he will freeze instantly, and the frozen life imprints will 



completely collapse and he will die directly." Wang Yi turned into a stream of light and flew quickly, 

thinking of the beautiful waterfall he saw just now, and secretly shook his head. 

"Cold Whale Nine-Colored Water" is a very precious and rare treasure in the 

universe~www.mtlnovel.com~ Even the Venerable wanted to get it, but Wang Yi didn't dare to approach 

it at all, so he avoided it from a distance. The cold whale's nine-color water formed Under the impact of 

the waterfall, there is a terrifying special life "cold whale" in the huge cold pool below. In the collected 

data, there is only a simple description of the cold whale: the Lord of the universe can contend with it. 

Among the dangers of the ancestral mystery realm, some are formed by the environment, some are 

artificially arranged, and some are brought about by these incomparably powerful beings. 

"The powerful beings that can appear in the mysterious realm of ancestors must be dependent on the 

ancestral gods." Wang Yi knew well, such as the "strongest world tree" of the venerable class, which can 

be comparable to the main force of the universe, like this one lurking here. "Hanjing" are actually 

members of the Patriarchal Sect. Otherwise, it is impossible to stay inside the Patriarchal Sect. Of 

course, this is a secret, generally only known by the high-ranking ancestral sect and a few special 

existences. 

The inheritors were directly teleported to the deepest part of the Ancestral Mystery Realm, which was 

considered to be an area with minimal danger. After all, this is the ancestors' religion to sharpen the 

inheritors. Of course, wherever there are some cosmic treasures, there are generally dangers. 

"At my current speed, it will take about 30 days to get to the position of the World Tree." Wang Yi 

secretly said in his heart that he is now flying in the void beyond the edge of a huge mountain range that 

stretches for thousands of light years. 

Chapter 390: The original treasure "The Heart of Space" 

The world tree, there are nine world trees in the entire universe. 

One of the world trees is of the Universe Venerable Class. This is the strongest lining of the world. The 

trunk alone is 12 million kilometers thick, and the Gauguin is 290 million kilometers. The canopy is so 

large that it has a diameter of one billion kilometers. It's a big outrageous tree—it's the tree-like special 

life ranked first in terms of volume in the universe. 

As for the Lord of Youhai? His existence is an extremely high secret in the universe, and very few people 

know that the huge secluded sea that exists in the mysterious realm of the ancestor based on the 

calculation of "light years" is actually the main body of the master of secluded sea. 

The three advantages of the World Tree are "mastering time and space", "huge size", and "stabilizing 

the kingdom of God." 

However, in Wang Yi's mind, the World Tree is far inferior to You Hai. 

He already had a choice in his heart, and the reason he went to find the World Tree in the first place was 

just to copy the secret of the talent of "mastering time and space". 

Nine World Trees live in "Nine Secluded Time and Space". 

When Wang Yi went this time, there was no need to make a detour. 
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Jiuyou Time and Space is one of the most terrifying and dangerous places in the mystery realm of 

ancestors. 

The ancestors reminded the inheritors of the eight most dangerous places. Even the Lord of the universe 

may be trapped in the eight most dangerous places and never come out. Among them is this "Jiuyou 

Time and Space". 

Wang Yi walked cautiously in the mysterious realm of ancestors. His goal was very clear, which was 

"Nine Nether World Space", so he didn't even look at other dangerous places, even if there might be 

treasures, and didn't want to grow out of it. 

Large detectors and miniature detectors have been maintaining detection. In some safe areas, it 

teleports quickly. 

Whoosh! Whoosh! Whoosh! ... keep teleporting, and sometimes the continuous teleportation is a light-

year away. 

The void outside Jiuyou Time and Space. 

"brush!" 

A clone of the Void Zerg appeared in a dark gold armor. He kept on the road this month, and 

encountered some dangers on the way, but was evaded by the clone of the Void Zerg. 

The current avatar of the Void Zerg Race, with the support of a treasure, can already be comparable to 

ordinary cosmic sages, and with vigilance, even if it encounters some sudden danger, it will quickly avoid 

or rush out. 

"Although signing in these days, there is nothing good." Wang Yi shook his head. 

Many functions of the panel are actually bound to the human body, such as sign-in, such as the time 

world...so if you want to use it, the human body must be used. 

This is why it is necessary to take the human body to act together instead of staying in Bauhinia Island. 

For more than a month, the human body also kept signing in with the advancement of the clone of the 

Void Zerg. After all, as long as the divine power token is left, the kingdom of God can be opened for 

teleportation. Wang Yi now has many immortal servants. In your mind, if you want to sign in for good 

things, you will come out good things. Wang Yi is now the master of the world. It means that those who 

sign in are most likely to be rewarded at the master level. 

In Wang Yi's view, it is a waste of time. 

Unless there are places of great value, Wang Yi is unwilling to let the human body make a special trip. 

The reason why the clone of the Void Zerg is allowed to act is because the clone of the Void Zerg is the 

strongest, the most convenient way to go, and the risk of encountering danger in the mysterious realm 

of the ancestor is the lowest. 

"However, I didn't encounter the original treasure that Luo Feng once encountered in a wormhole 

somewhere in the mountain range." Wang Yi was a little regretful. 



That is the material of "Space Origin Supreme", or it can evolve the talent of Void Zerg clone, and 

possess "domain"! 

This is an extremely sky-defying spatial ability. 

Luo Feng was swept in by a spatial vortex that suddenly appeared in a vast void, and appeared 300 light-

years away from the void area. The randomness was too great, and there was no specific location. Wang 

Yi couldn't find it. 

"There seem to be 10081 wormholes in that place...A lake and suspended cone-shaped peaks are in 

front...There is a colorful pool called "Waihua Yuanhua" in it, and there is a crystal ball with 10081 facets 

on the pool." Wang Yi Squinted eyes. 

The crystal ball is the heart of space, and Wucai Yuanhua is the five abysses, a special environment in 

the universe that cannot be moved or taken away. 

The heart of space is the core material for manufacturing "the original treasure"... 

The so-called primordial treasure refers to the "primitive primordial treasure", which is a collective term 

for a certain type of primordial treasure! 

The Primordial Treasure is not used for defense, not for attack, but for the strong to seduce the sea of 

the laws of the origin of the universe. Once the body is conceived, the energy of the sea of laws of the 

origin of the universe can be activated quickly. Thousands of times, tens of thousands of times, a million 

times... As for how much efficiency is improved, it can be the level of the original treasure. 

Such treasures are all counted into the ranks of "the original treasure", because this kind of treasure is 

valued by the hegemons of the universe and the masters of the universe. 

If the body is carrying a treasure of the original source... like the Lord of the universe has been seriously 

injured, the divine body is greatly damaged, and it will take millions of years to recover. 

But there is a treasure of origin that can increase the absorption energy by 100,000 times, then it will be 

restored in just 10 years! 

For the level of the Lord of the Universe, how short is just 10 years? 

Even if it is the original treasure that has increased the speed by a thousand times, it is considered to be 

a low level, and it still arouses the jealousy of the overlords of the universe. 

"In short, it is a treasure with the function of rejuvenating blood..." Wang Yi was also very jealous. He 

was about to break through, and this thing must be very useful to him. 

There are not too many treasures. 

However, Wang Yi searched for the information in his mind to find out the location, but in the end he 

couldn't find it. 

His information comes from Hongmeng, but it is not so detailed. After all, Hongmeng has only a few 

thousand people. Not to mention the hundreds of thousands of inheritors in the Northern Xinjiang 

Alliance, they are far inferior. They are definitely in the intelligence. It will be much worse. Moreover, 



many inheritors encounter some adventures and unique environments, which will be hidden and will 

not be announced. 

This leads to a lot of incomplete information. 

Although heartbeat, Wang Yi has a clear goal this time and will not deliberately look for it. If he can't 

meet it, he can only see if there is any exchange in the human race or the "Hongmeng" in the future. 

After all, the main materials used to make the "Essential Treasure" are very rare. Each piece is born 

under the peculiar environment of the universe, and it takes a long time to become a body. 

And the heart of space is a kind of higher material in the original treasure, and it is a material that 

connects the sea of space laws. 

The core materials of the Primordial Supreme Treasure are divided into low-level "gold, wood, water, 

fire, earth, wind, thunder and lightning, and light" eight categories, high-level "time, space", and top-

level "gold and empty" fusion category, "wood, air" "The fusion class... and many other fusion classes, as 

well as all the laws in the legend are inclusive. 

Even for the overlord of the universe, they are extremely rare treasures, and no strong man is willing to 

exchange them. Wang Yi would have to pay a great price if he wanted it. 

But for Wang Yi, letting a cloned Void Zerg own a "domain" is worth the price of a treasure 

~www.mtlnovel.com~. 

Domains, no matter in some special environments or in the battle of the strong, will produce miraculous 

effects. Even if the space is blocked, teleportation can still be performed, but it is a first-class means of 

real assassination, escape, and exploration. 

"The high-level primordial treasure material'Heart of Space' allows the Demon Killer clone to transform 

and master the "domain." Is it possible for my Void Zerg clone to be like this?" Wang Yi squinted. The 

avatar of the Demon Killer clan is to absorb the energy of the "heart of space" to evolve the second 

talent secret "domain". The clone of the Void Zerg clan also has a "crystal core of life", and the crystal 

nucleus is the same as the heart of space, with 10081 facets. . 

10081, in this universe, is a very mysterious number. 

"But if I haven't met here, I am afraid it will be difficult to get the heart of space in the future." 

The heart of space belongs to the core material of the Supreme Origin Supreme. In terms of value, it is 

more precious than some items that can barely be regarded as the ultimate treasure. Any piece of 

supreme treasure...Any piece of the core material of the source supreme treasure is enough to cause 

countless cosmic lords to go crazy. 

Wang Yi suspected that even if the treasure house of the human race does not have such treasures, 

even if there are, they are already in the possession of some powerful people. He wants to get it, I am 

afraid it will not be easy. 

 


